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Highlights:  The Belt and Road Initiative is an inevitable trend for 

China to take a more active part in the reform and construction of a global 

economic governance system under new circumstance, to propose 

Chinese approaches, shoulder its responsibility as a major country in 

accordance with the trend of the times and development. Most countries 

along the B&R are developing economies that have numerous 

opportunities in infrastructure, rail transit, urban development and other 

areas, which will offer important development opportunities for financial 

institutions. 
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【Weekly Review】 

 

Financing Belt and Road, Opportunities Worth Billions of 
Dollars The Belt and Road Initiative is an inevitable trend for China 
to take a more active part in the reform and construction of a global 
economic governance system under new circumstance, to propose 
Chinese approaches, shoulder its responsibility as a major country in 
accordance with the trend of the times and development. Most 
countries along the B&R are developing economies that have 
numerous opportunities in infrastructure, rail transit, urban 
development and other areas, which will offer important 
development opportunities for financial institutions. 

 

【Economic Developments】 

 

China: Fiscal revenue tops 16 trillion yuan in first 11 months 

 

China: Broad M2 money supply up 9.1 percent in November, 
well above expectations  

 

China: Report says household debt risks generally under control  

 

Japan: Business sentiment strengthens again in fourth quarter 

 

Japan: To launch startup visa program to lure foreign businesses 

 

Japan: Government aims to fund tourism with departure tax  
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South Korea: Household debt-to-GDP hits record high  

 

South Korea: Export price index and import price index see 
downturns for first time in five months 

 

South Korea: Need for attention to leisure ships and 
environment-friendly boats 

 

South Korea: Among top 5 companies in world for R&D 
spending for sixth consecutive year 

 

Singapore: Value of M&A, PE/VC and IPOs deals grows 15 
percent this year 

 

Malaysia: Central bank to step up efforts to boost e-payments 

 

Thailand: Consumer confidence index rises to 78 in November 

 

Vietnam: Property market to embrace 10-year development 
cycle 

 

Philippines: Foreign direct investment surges in September 

 

Myanmar: To issue visa on arrival for China, Southeast Asian 
countries  
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Myanmar: Foreign investment in agriculture sector expected to 
hit 10-year high 

 

India: Reserve Bank of India keeps benchmark rate unchanged 
at 6 percent  

 

Russia: To see a 20 percent reduction in jobs for foreign workers 
in 2018 

 

Germany: Exports decrease for 2nd month in October  

 

U.S.: Trade deficit widens to 9-month high in October 

 

【Trade & Investment】 

 

WTO Ministerial Conference promotes multilateral trading 
system 

 

China goes on logistics buying spree to support Belt and Road 
Initiative 

 

AIIB: Approve its first loan in China for Beijing’s natural gas 
project  

 

E.U.: Welcome China’s further reduction in import tariffs on 
consumer goods 
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【Regional Cooperation】 

 

ADB: Expand bilateral and multilateral power trade agreements 
among SASEC countries  

 

EU, Japan conclude world’s largest free trade agreement  

 

Belarus, Russia to continue dismantling barriers in mutual trade 

 

China, Panama sign feasibility study of FTA for rail line 

 

【Authoritative Forecasts】 

 

U.N.: Global economy is growing at 3 percent in 2017 

 

IMF: Note China’s efforts to strengthen financial sector 
supervision 

 

OECD: Half of member countries to increase retirement age 

 

Standard Chartered Bank: Belt and Road Initiative maintains 
strong momentum 
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PwC: Chinese companies spend more on cyber security than 
global average  

 


